GUIDE to RESEARCH in SPANISH LITERATURE
Locating Primary Literature:

Catalogs of Manuscripts prior to 1500: Identifying and Locating Spanish Manuscripts or Manuscripts in Spain

WorldCat
The online catalog of books and other materials, including manuscripts and archives, in almost all US and some European research libraries. Time period coverage goes back to the Middle Ages (medieval manuscripts). Keyword searching by author, title, subject; with capability to limit by language, time period, type of material, etc.

Web database: Access from Libraries' Home Page

An inventory of published catalogs of Spanish manuscripts. Organized into local, regional, and super-regional institutions. Several indexes facilitate use: name, subject, place, institution. Includes international institutions.

D Level: Z 6620 .S7 Z995

Inventario general de manuscritos de la Biblioteca Nacional. 15 volumes
Manuscripts are listed and described in numeric order. Each volume includes several indexes for their respective contents, including name and subject index, index of first lines.

D Level: Z 6621 .M197

Biblioteca Nacional de España.
The ARIADNA catalog now online, includes books, “libros antiguos” (pre-1830), and manuscripts.

Web site: www.bne.es

Catalogue of Digitized Medieval Manuscripts
Find fully digitized manuscripts currently available on the Web. Search on specific terms, or use the “Search Manuscripts” link to search on particular fields, such as date, or provenance information. Also browse by the Location of an archive or library, the shelfmark of an item, by the author, or by the language. Our own Roman de la Rose project is indexed here.

Web site: http://manuscripts.cmrs.ucla.edu/index.php

Digital Scriptorium
Image database of medieval and renaissance manuscripts that unites scattered resources from many institutions. Presently viewable are records for 5,300 manuscripts and for 24,300 images.

Web site: http://scriptorium.columbia.edu/
A Union world catalog of manuscript books: Vol. 2 The manuscript book collections of Spain and Portugal.
A very useful listing of catalogs of manuscripts in Spanish and Portuguese libraries. Includes a list of institutions, followed by lists of bibliographic sources: union catalogs of manuscripts, and catalogs of individual collections. Detailed holdings of 8 Spanish collections and an extensive index also included.

Libraries Service Center (LSC):

Census of medieval and renaissance manuscripts in the United States and Canada. S. de Ricci.
A state-by-state, then institution-by-institution listing of manuscripts. Name and subject indexes. The 3rd volume (Supplement) and its indexes is a separate catalog.

General Reference:

CORSAIR: the online research resource of the Pierpont Morgan Library.
The Morgan Library has one of the finest collections of medieval manuscripts in North America. This catalog includes curators' descriptions and bibliographies.

Web site: http://corsair.morganlibrary.org/

Catalogue of the manuscripts in the Spanish language in the British museum. 4-volumes.
A catalog of the holdings of an important national library. Organized by subject with a complete index. Many similar catalogs exist for other individual libraries: Real biblioteca de el Escorial, Hispanic Society, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Library of Congress, Vatican Library, etc. Search on "spanish manuscripts catalogs".

D Level:

Bibliography of Old Spanish texts. C.B. Faulhaber
Known as "BOOST". A descriptive inventory of extant pre-1501 Old Spanish texts (3378 of them), excluding strictly notarial texts. Included are manuscripts and incunabula from libraries in Spain and elsewhere. Complete bibliographic information is given, including location, production date, author, title, production location, printer or scribe, language, and bibliographical sources. An index for each field is included.

D Level:

Biblioteca hispana. Nicolas Antonio.
2-volumes. Translated from the original Latin (1788). The second bibliography of Spanish literature, from the Roman Empire (Augustus) to 1500. Divided into 10 books. Narrative in presentation. Each book is ordered chronologically. Includes a listing of writers of uncertain date and a "Bibliotheca arabico-hispansa". Volume 2 has an index of key subjects.

D Level:

Bibliography of Old Catalan texts. B.J. Concheff
Known as "BOOCT", this is a companion to the above title ("BOOST"). Lists 1470 pre-1500 texts with library locations. Many indexes provide comprehensive access.

D Level:

Catálogo de los manuscritos castellanos de la Real Biblioteca de El Escorial. J.Z. Cuevas.
3-volumes. A general index in the last volume of authors' names and titles.

D Level:
Iter Italicum:
“The most comprehensive finding list available of previously uncatalogued or incompletely catalogued Renaissance humanistic manuscripts found in libraries and collections all over the world. Originally published in six volumes between 1963 and 1992, it is an essential tool for any scholar working in classical, medieval and Renaissance studies.” Permits searching and browsing for keywords, countries, cities, libraries and / or library collections associated with a manuscript location.
There is a print equivalent on D Level, Call number: Z6620.I8K7 1963. There is also a CD-ROM available in Audio/Visual on A Level, Comp File 207.

Web database: Access from Libraries' Home Page, under Search a Database

Medieval manuscripts in the Library of the Hispanic Society of America: religious, scientific, historical, and literary manuscripts. 2-volumes.
An inventory of a large and important collection. Volume 2 includes extensive indexes: by shelfmark, watermark, places of origin, illuminations, authors, titles, scribes, owners, and more.

D Level: Z 6621 .H56 F381
Identifying and Locating Spanish Printed Books

1. General resources for finding Spanish books

**WorldCat.**
The online catalog of books and other materials, including manuscripts and archives, in almost all US and some European research libraries. Time period coverage goes back to the Middle Ages (medieval manuscripts). Keyword searching by author, title, subject; with capability to limit by language, time period, type of material, etc.

  *Web database:* Access from Libraries' Home Page

**Catálogo colectivo del patrimonio bibliográfico español**
A union catalog of Spanish material printed between the 15th and 20th centuries, including holding information in approximately 500 libraries.

  *Web database:* [www.mcu.es/ccpb/](http://www.mcu.es/ccpb/)

**Manual del librero hispano-americano; bibliografía general española e hispano-americana desde la invención de la imprenta hasta nuestros tiempos, con el valor comercial de los impresos.** A. Palau y Dulcet. 28 volumes, with a 7-volume index. Alphabetical by author's name.
Complete bibliographical information on 381,897 Spanish books from 1450 to 1950.

  *General Reference:* Z 2681 .P16 1948 Quarto

**Biblioteca Nacional de España.**
The ARIADNA catalog now online, includes books, "libros antiguos" (pre-1830), and manuscripts.

  *Web site:* [www.bne.es](http://www.bne.es)

**Guía de catálogos impresos de la Biblioteca Nacional**
A catalog of 514 printed catalogs from the Spanish national library. Indices of authors, subjects, and titles.

  *D Level:* Z 945 .M24 2006

**Catàleg Collectiu de les Universitats de Catalunya**
Online catalog of Catalan university libraries and the National Library.


**Catálogo de obras en lengua catalana impresas desde 1474 hasta 1860.**
Organized by subject, with a large general index.

  *Libraries Service Center (LSC):* PH 1801 .Z9 A2 Quarto
**Ensayo de una Biblioteca española de libros raros y curiosos**, B. J. Gallardo.
4-volumes. Detailed descriptions of many early Spanish books and manuscripts. Alphabetical by author's name or anonymous title. Includes text of some works. "One of the most useful catalogues of a famous Spanish collection, with collations and extensive annotations. Gallardo had worked in several libraries including the Bibliotheca Colombina, and while some of his bibliographical work was somewhat hasty, thereby incurring inaccuracies, he did record for the first time a great number of important books and manuscripts"

*D Level and LSC: PJ 1006.5 .G16 Quarto*

**Autoras en la historia del teatro español (1500-2000).**
4-volumes, chronological arrangement. Volume 4 is an index for the set. Information on each writer includes brief biographical profile; works written with setting, characters, and synopsis of plot; and brief bibliographical notes (secondary sources).

*D Level: Z 2693.5 .W6 A8 1996*

**The National Union Catalogue, pre 1956 imprints.** (the “NUC”). An amazingly complete (754 volumes) listing of books printed prior to 1956, in US libraries. Always double-check titles not found in *WorldCat* here. Includes books in all languages. Alphabetical by author or title of anonymous work. Gives library locations in the US.

*General Reference (South end): Z881.A1C28 QUARTO*

**Library of Congress Online Catalog**
Catalog of the world's largest library. Access to the Library of Congress is very easy for Hopkins students.

*Online: [www.loc.gov]*

**British Library Catalogue**
One of the largest libraries in the world.
*Printed catalog in General Reference* covers all books up to 1955, with supplement volumes covering 1956-1965:

*Z 921 .B86*

*Online version complete to 2005: [www.bl.uk]*
2. Resources by time period

**Edad Media**

See above: **Identifying and Locating Spanish Manuscripts**

**Bibliografía iberica: enumeración de todos los libros impresos en España y Portugal hasta el año 1500.** C. Haebler.
2-volumes. Alphabetical by author or anonymous title, with a table of printers at the end.

*D Level: Z 240 .H11 1992*

**Diccionario filológico de literatura medieval española: textos y transmisión.**
Alphabetical by title of work; each entry treats a work of medieval Spanish literature and includes an article, details on manuscripts and their transmission, printed editions, critical studies, and bibliographies. Several useful appendices and indexes.

*D Level Blue Labels: PQ 6058 .A46 2002 c. 2*

**El cancionero del siglo XV c. 1360-1520.** Brian Dutton.
7-volumes. Volumes 1-4 list manuscripts by library, including Spanish libraries and international libraries (i.e. the Hispanic Society of America, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Oxford). Volumes 5-6 list printed editions, 1474-1520. Volume 7 contains indexes. Somewhat cryptic to decipher and use; refer to the introduction and section *Convenciones* in the first volume.

*D Level: PJ 1006.5 .D87 1990 Quarto*

**Bibliografía de los cancioneros castellanos del siglo XV y repertorio de sus géneros poéticos.** J. Steunou and L. Knapp.
2-volumes. A computer-generated bibliography of 15th century cancioneros. Volume 1 lists 90 sources (manuscripts and early printed editions) with details of their contents; includes an author index. Volume 2 lists poems by first line and by author.

*D Level: PJ 1006.5 .S74 Quarto*
Siglos de Oro

The newest effort to identify books printed in Spain before 1601. Part of the Universal Short-Title Catalogue project (online - below). The first modern attempt to produce a comprehensive listing of all books published in Spain, Portugal and Mexico, or printed elsewhere in Spanish or Portuguese 1472-1600. Includes 19,800 items, with reference to over 104,000 surviving copies in 1320 libraries. Gives library locations. Alphabetical by author, or title of collective or anonymous works, with Date and Place of Publication indexes, and good introductory material.

_M Level General Reference:_ Z 2682 .I24 2010

Universal Short-Title Catalogue.
A collective database of all books published in Europe between the invention of printing and the end of the sixteenth century. It provides access to bibliographic information, book locations and, where available, digital full text of approximately 355,000 editions and around 1.5 million surviving copies, located in over 5,000 libraries worldwide.

_Web database:_ Access from Libraries' Home Page

Catalogue of books printed in Spain and of Spanish books printed elsewhere in Europe before 1601 now in the British Library.
Alphabetical by author or anonymous title. Includes several indexes: Spanish towns, printers and publishers, foreign countries with Spanish printing. Also includes a list of "books destroyed in the War of 1939-1945".

_M Level General Reference:_ Z 2682 .B68 1989

Short-title Catalogues of Spanish, Spanish-American and Portuguese books printed before 1601 in the British Library.
Divided into 3 sections. Each section has an inventory of books by author's last name or anonymous title and by printer.

_Special Collections Reference:_ Z 2682 .B7 1966

Alphabetical by author's name or anonymous title. Indexes of titles, printers, places.

_D Level:_ Z 2681 .G56 1974 Quarto

Catalogo general de incunables en bibliotecas españolas. F. García Craviotto
2-volumes. Alphabetical by author's name or anonymous title. Includes library holdings in Spain.

_D Level:_ Z 240.C34 1989 QUARTO

Catálogo colectivo de obras impresas en los siglos XVI al XVIII existentes en las bibliotecas españolas.
13-volumes, covers the letters A-S. Similar to the NUC (above), copies of card catalog cards. Entries include library holdings in Spanish libraries.

*D Level: Z 1012 .M16 Quarto*

**Catálogo de manuscritos de la Biblioteca Nacional con poesía en castellano de los siglos XVI y XVII.**

*D Level: Z 6621 .B452 P347*

**Repertorios bibliográficos de impresos del Siglo XVI** (españoles, portugueses, e iberoamericanos). Juan Delgado Casado.

A catalog of catalogs. The works listed here are catalogs and bibliographies of Spanish and Portuguese printed books from the 16th century. Use it to find specialized or general catalogs of 16th century books.

*D Level: Z 2682 .D45 1993*

**Bibliografía madrileña, ó Descripción de las obras impresas en Madrid.** C. Pérez Pastor.

3-volumes. Catalog of Madrid imprints, from the 1566 to 1625. Chronological by year, then alphabetical by author's name or anonymous title. Includes appendix of titles without a date and indexes of names and subjects.

*D Level: Z 174 .M18 P4*

**Biblioteca hispana nova.** Nicolas Antonio.

2-volumes. Translated from the original Latin (1788). The first bibliography of Spanish literature, from 1500 to 1684. Alphabetical by author's name. Includes several appendices. Indexes of topics, places, religious orders, title of nobility, etc. Volume 2 has an index of broad subjects. 10,000 entries in the main body of the bibliography.

*D Level: Z 2681 .A63218 Quarto*

**Impresos del siglo XVII: bibliografía selectiva por materias de 3500 ediciones píncipes en lengua castellana.**

Arranged by subject and then chronologically. Indexes of authors and subjects (*Themas*).

*D Level: Z 2682 .S62 1972*

**The Spanish Golden Age (1472-1700): a catalog of rare books.**

A catalog of a significant US collection, including bibliographical details on over 1000 titles. Alphabetical by author or anonymous title, with an index of printers. This is basically a guide to the microfilm set (Film no. 3287), but includes library holdings, which the guide in Audio/Visual does not.

*Libraries Service Center (LSC): Z 2682 .L37 Quarto*

**Hispanic rare books of the Golden Age (1470-1699) in the Newberry Library of Chicago and in selected North American libraries.** Joseph L. Laurenti.

Alphabetical by author, with indexes of printers and place names. Includes library holdings in the US.

*D Level: Z 1029 .L371*

**Printed books, 1468-1700.** Hispanic Society of America
Another significant collection. Includes 2000 pamphlets from the period. Many such organizations have catalogs of their holdings, both general and Golden Age. Search on the name of the library or organization and the word "catalogs" or "bibliography".

**Special Collections:**

```
Z 1012 .H58 1965
```

**Post-incunables ibéricos.** Julán Martín Abad.
A catalog of all books published in Spain or Portugal, 1501-1520. Includes detailed descriptions and library holdings (international). Alphabetical by author. Index by city and by printer, with a chronological listing of works. Also includes a table that matches the entries in A Descriptive catalogue of printing in Spain and Portugal 1501-1520 with this inventory.

```
D Level:
Z 240 .A1 M384 Quarto
```

**Catálogo bibliográfico de la sección de Cervantes de la Biblioteca Nacional.**
Over 900 pages, lists editions of Cervantes. There are similar bibliographies for other libraries: Library of Congress, British Library, etc. Search on "Cervantes and bibliography".

```
D Level:
PJ 1336.5 .M18 Quarto
```

**Castilian romances of chivalry in the 16th century.** D. Eisenberg.
Includes both primary and secondary references. For the best known romances, lists all manuscripts and printed editions, as well as studies. Includes an index of names. Library holdings included.

```
Libraries Service Center (LSC):
PJ 1147 .C5 Z993
```

**Manual bibliográfico de cancioneros y romanceros: impresos durante el siglo XVI, 1511-1600.** A. Rodríguez-Moñino.
Describes 250 items. Includes facsimiles of title pages and colophons, transcriptions of title pages and colophons, library holdings, contents of the volumes described. Indexes of titles/author, printers, libraries, first lines, places.

```
D Level:
PJ 1006.5 .R62 Quarto
```

**Bibliografía de la literatura picaresca.** Joseph Laurenti.
For each novel, lists editions and translations (English, German, French, Dutch, Italian, and more), as well as studies on all Spanish picaresque novels. Also has sections on bibliographies, anthologies, studies on the picaresque, relations to other literatures.

```
Libraries Service Center (LSC):
PJ 1256 .P5Z948 1973
```

Also a **Supplement**, updating the studies to 1978.

```
Libraries Service Center (LSC):
```

**Nuevo diccionario bibliográfico de pliegos sueltos poéticos (siglo XVI).** A. Rodríguez-Moñino.
An updated edition of the original 1970 edition. Organized into several sections: alphabetical by author, alphabetical by anonymous title, Las series Valencianas del Romancero Nuevo, fragments, and an appendix of a few miscellaneous items. The introduction is very valuable, and includes several indexes: libraries that own the pliegos, places of origin, authors, first lines, people and places.

```
D Level:
```
La novela barroca: catálogo bio-bibliográfico (1620-1700), B. Ripoll.  
32- 17th century writers are included. For each, a brief biographical profile, a list of early editions, reproductions of the first edition title pages, references to major critical studies (bibliography of these included) and to Estudios. Several indexes: chronological by year, titles, printers and booksellers.  
*D Level:* PJ 1006.5 .R56 1991

Comedias en Madrid 1603-1709: repertorio y estudio bibliográfico.  
An alphabetical listing of plays, including first printed editions, first performance, manuscript editions. There are a few references to secondary literature (studies).  
*D Level:* PJ 1006.5 .V29 1989

Apuntes para un catálogo de periódicos madrileños desde el año 1661 al 1870.  
A chronological listing of periodicals published in Madrid. Some descriptive information is included for the titles: printers/publishers, dates of publication, editors’ names, descriptions of content.  
*D Level:* Z 6956 .S7 H37 1894f
Siglo XVIII

Bibliografía de autores españoles del siglo XVIII. Francisco Aguilar Piñal.
10-volumes. The fullest bibliography on 18th century Spanish literature. Alphabetical by author. Entries include works written by the authors, printed books and manuscripts, and a few citations for secondary sources. Last 2 volumes are on anonymous works.

D Level: Z 2682 .A64 1981

Short-title catalogue of eighteenth-century Spanish books in the British Library. 3-volumes. Alphabetical by author or anonymous title. Many indexes to aid in locating 18th century books: Titles, printers, and others.

D level: Z 2682.B695 1994

Catálogo colectivo de obras impresas en los siglos XVI al XVIII existentes en las bibliotecas españolas.
13-volumes, covers the letters A-S. Similar to the NUC (above), copies of card catalog cards. Entries include library holdings in Spanish libraries.

D Level: Z 1012 .M16 Quarto

La novela española: 1700-1850. R. Brown.
A chronological listing of Spanish novels. Includes translations into Spanish. Indexes of authors, anonymous works, works in collections, and printers.

D Level: PJ 1144 .B7 1953

Romancero popular del siglo XVIII. Francisco Aguilar Piñal.
Lists 2104 romanceros, divided into históricos, novelescos, festivos, religiosos, teatrales. Also includes 6 indexes: names, places, subjects, first lines, printers, titles. Also indicates which library from the list of consulted libraries owns each item.

Libraries Service Center (LSC): PJ 1196 .A56

Catálogo de autores teatrales del siglo XVIII. J. Herrera Navarro.
Alphabetical by authors’ names, includes brief biographical profile followed by a list of works and a brief list of Estudios. Name and title indexes. Very useful Bibliografía utilizada para la formacion del Catálogo at the back.

D Level: PJ 1103.9 .H47 1993

Catalogo de entremeses y saintetes del siglo XVIII. J.F. Fernandez Gomez.
Lists over 2000 minor 18th century dramas, alphabetical by title. Provides the following for each: known performances, adaptations, manuscripts and printed editions, locations (libraries), bibliographical comments and citations. General index includes places, libraries, authors.

D Level: PJ 1006.5 .F47 1993
Siglo XVIII - continued

La prensa española en el siglo XVIII: diarios, revistas y pronósticos. Francisco Aguilar Piñal.
A chronological list of all periodicals and almanacs published, organized by city. Includes name index, library holdings.

Libraries Service Center (LSC):
Z 6956 .S7 A45

Apuntes para un catálogo de periódicos madrileños desde el año 1661 al 1870.
A chronological listing of periodicals published in Madrid. Some descriptive information is included for the titles: printers/publishers, dates of publication, editors' names, descriptions of content.

D Level: Z 6956 .S7 H37 1894f

Siglos XIX y XX

Diccionario general de bibliografía española. D. Hidalgo
7 volumes. An inventory of 19th century books. Alphabetical by title. Volume 6 is an index by author. Volume 7 is an index by subject.

D Level: Z 2681 .H5 1968

Escriitoras españolas del Siglo XIX. Maria del Carmen.
A detailed listing of 19th century female writers, alphabetical by author's name. Brief biographical information, followed by an inventory of all publications, books and periodical articles, for each writer. Indexes of names, subjects, periodicals, collected works. Holdings in some Spanish libraries are given for some of the books.

D Level: PJ 1006.5 .S65 1991

La novela española: 1700-1850. R. Brown.
A chronological listing of Spanish novels. Includes translations into Spanish. Indexes of authors, anonymous works, works in collections, and printers. Complemented by the title below.

D Level: PJ 1144 .B7 1953

Catálogo de novelas y novelistas españoles del siglo XIX. Juan Ferreras.
Includes 2158 authors, anonymous works, and collections. Provides brief biographical information on writers, followed by a listing of works, many of which have not survived.

D Level: PJ 1144 .F36 1979

Bibliografía de la poesía española del siglo XIX (1801-1850)
Alphabetical by author's name, listing works of poetry and individual poems within collections. Indexes of 1st lines, subjects, authors.

D Level: PJ 1006.5 .R7 1988
Siglos XIX y XX - continued

**El teatro romántico español (1830-1850): autores, obras, bibliografía.**
A listing by author, by title of original, by title of translations. Each play is put into a genre category (i.e. tragedia cómica, drama histórico). Plays in manuscript and printed editions are included. Includes bibliographies on Romantic theater in general and on individual playwrights.

*D Level: PJ 1006.5 .T4*

**The nineteenth-century theatre in Spain: a bibliography of criticism and documentation.**
Margaret Rees.

*D Level Blue Labels: PN 2783 .R44 2001*

**Catálogo de dramaturgos españoles del siglo XIX.** T. Rodriguez Sánchez.
Biographical and bibliographical information on 19th century dramatists. Not complete information, but still useful for identifying and locating obscure writers. The bibliography at the back is very valuable.

*D Level Blue Labels: PQ 6113 .R113 1994*

**La guerra civil española en la novel: bibliografía comentada.** M. Bertrand de Muñoz
An outstanding bibliography that covers not only Spanish writers (those who wrote in Spain and in exile), but also authors of more than 20 countries who wrote novels dealing with the Spanish Civil War. 3 volumes. Basically, it lists novels of the period; each entry includes nationality and dates of author, a summary of the novel, and a brief critical note. Volume 2 has a brief bibliography of secondary sources (p. 699-731), and a list of libraries that have important collections of Civil War material. Many useful indexes (mujeres novelistas, obras por año de publicacion, índice de la ideología política de los personajes, etc.)

*D Level: P 5448 .W3 Z9938 1982*

**Bibliografía de la novela de la Guerra civil y el Franquismo.** Carlos Fernández Santander
Lists novels written during the period, but also has a short bibliography of secondary sources, and essays on the literature.

*D Level: Z 5917 .W33 F46 1996*
Periodicals

**MLA Directory of Periodicals**
An essential resource when submitting a manuscript for publication. Gives publisher information on periodicals indexed in the MLA International Bibliography: addresses, editors, dates and deadlines for submission, manuscript requirements, etc. Also has a subject index, to find which periodicals publish in a particular field.

*Web access:* Access from Libraries' Home Page, under *Search a database*

**Ulrich's Directory of Periodicals**
An essential resource, for finding out where a periodical is indexed, and thus verifying citations. Also has publisher information: addresses, etc.

*Web access:* Access from Libraries' Home Page, under *Search a database*
*M Level Ready Reference:* Z 6941 .U45

**Catalogo colectivo de publicaciones periodicas en bibliotecas españolas.**
5-volumes. Each volume indexes periodical titles in a subject area: Law and administration, Medicine, Agriculture, Humanities. Spanish libraries owning the titles are listed with the years they cover. Useful for verifying citations and locating obscure articles for borrow through InterLibrary Services.

*M Level General Reference:* Z 6945 .S694

**Biblioteca Virtual de Prensa Histórica**
A database of periodicals, developed by the Spanish Ministry of Culture. The site provides complete bibliographical information on hundreds of periodicals, from 1777 to the late 20th century. In addition, there are page images of individual issues. One possible use: locate actual content (page images) from old and/or obscure periodicals, when you have a citation.


**Publicaciones periódicas del siglo XIX : catálogo.**
Separate volumes for each region of Spain, each region broken down into cities; a catalog of periodicals published in the 19th century, Alphabetical by title, with many illustrations. Subject and title indexes.

*D level:* Z 6956 .S7 P935

**Apuntes para un catálogo de periódicos madrileños desde el año 1661 al 1870.**
A chronological listing of periodicals published in Madrid. Some descriptive information is included for the titles: printers/publishers, dates of publication, editors' names, descriptions of content.

*D Level:* Z 6956 .S7 H37 1894f
An index to the previous title. Each newspaper is listed with several fields of data. There are individual indexes and keys to the various fields; for example, printers, subjects (categories of newspapers), editors and contributors, prices, paper sizes.

Libraries Service Center (LSC): Z 6956 .S7 S56 1984

La prensa española en el siglo XVIII: diarios, revistas y pronosticos. Francisco Aguilar Piñal.
A chronological list of all 18th century periodicals and almanachs published, organized by city. Includes name index, library holdings.

Libraries Service Center (LSC): Z 6956 .S7 A45

A study of and index to 20 periodicals published during these years.


Revistas Literarias Españolas del Siglo XX 1919-1975
3 volumes. Individual chapters on individual reviews/journals; with a listing of contents of each issue. Volume 3 also has a Bibliografía general de las Revistas españolas del Siglo XX, with a list of titles and secondary literature. Index of writers, indicating which reviews they wrote for in each volume. Some nice color images at the back of each volume.

D Level Blue Labels: PQ 6072 .R467 2005

Periódicos y revistas españolas e hispanoamericanas
An alphabetical listing of 20th century periodicals. Includes Catalan and Galician publications. Useful for verifying citations.

D Level: Z 6956 .S7 P4 1989

See also the Guide to Spanish Literature: Using Periodicals in Research
Archives: manuscripts (not Medieval) and other unpublished material

**Archive Finder**
Current directory which describes over 206,200 collections of primary source material housed in thousands of repositories across the United States, the United Kingdom and Ireland.

*Web database:* Access from Libraries' Home Page, under *Search a Database*

**ArchiveGrid**
A database for locating special collections worldwide. Over 2,500 libraries, museums, and archives worldwide contribute collection descriptions.

*Web database:* Access from Libraries' Home Page, under *Search a Database*

**The Call Number range CD1852-CD1880** (both regular and Quarto) on B Level and in the online catalog contains guides and catalogs of Spanish archives.

**Library of Congress : Hispanic Division**
The Library of Congress in Washington has a separate division for its large collection of Spanish material, in the Jefferson Building. Contact the Hispanic Division at LC for information on their holdings in Spanish and Latin American manuscripts.


See the Web page on *Archival research* in the Spanish Language and Literature Guide to Research. [http://guides.library.jhu.edu/spanish/](http://guides.library.jhu.edu/spanish/)

**Published bibliographies** often have references to unpublished material. Do a keyword search in the Libraries Catalog on "bibliography" and an author's name.

Try a **search on the Web** (i.e. Google) on keywords like an *author's name* and "papers", "manuscripts", "archive", "correspondence", or "museum" (and the Spanish equivalents). This is often a good way to find collections of archival material related to a writer.
Primary Resources in Spanish at the MSE Library

**Microfilm collections in Spanish.** These collections include Spanish drama of the Golden Age, Spanish Civil War collection, Avant-Garde periodicals, Medina’s Biblioteca Hispano-Americana, and the history of the cinema.

**Special Collections, on A Level**
has several very valuable and unique collections of primary material. One important collection is the avant-garde periodicals. The George Peabody Library has an outstanding collection of *Quijote* editions.

*Contact:* Earle Havens, Rare Books Curator ([earle.havens@jhu.edu](mailto:earle.havens@jhu.edu))

**Electronic texts in Spanish**
The MSE Library has purchased access to e-texts in Spanish and Latin American literature. These include the Teatro español del Siglo de Oro and the *Literature of the Spanish Caribbean*. These, and many links to free online e-texts are gathered on the Web page below.

*Web site:* [http://guides.library.jhu.edu/spanish/](http://guides.library.jhu.edu/spanish/)

**The Don Quijote digital project**
An online archive of editions of Cervantes’ masterpiece from the rich holdings of the George Peabody Library.

*Web site:* [http://quixote.mse.jhu.edu/](http://quixote.mse.jhu.edu/)
This represents the basics of finding primary literature. There are many other, more specialized resources. Here are a few strategies:

- A good way to find such things is to use the "Type of Literature" search. By doing a keyword subject search in a library catalog on types of literature such as:
  - catalogs
  - bibliography
  - manuscripts
  - dictionaries
  - spain or spanish
  - catalan

... you can exploit the fact that these categories are standardized across US library catalogs, and locate relevant or specialized resources.

There are many catalogs and bibliographies of individual institutions, of particular regions or cities, on specific subjects or genres, pertaining to individual time periods. You can find these by doing careful keyword searches, using geographical names, names of institutions, subject keywords for literary periods, and the standard subject keywords catalogs or bibliography.

There are many published bibliographies on individual authors, that include the most comprehensive listings of their works, published and unpublished. To find these, do a Subject, or General, Keyword search on the author's last name and the word bibliography. Many of these bibliographies are in Libraries Service Center (LSC), and will not be found by browsing the stacks.

- You may have noticed certain call numbers that are particularly important. Browsing PJ 1006, either in the stacks, or even better, in the online catalog, will turn up some interesting things. Likewise, Z 2680 – 2690 is a place you should be familiar with.

- By reading the introductions and prefaces to the older printed indexes, you will find other bibliographies and indexes mentioned. Follow these leads where possible.

- There are several published guides to research in Spanish literature. They include references to standard works on Spanish bibliography. Here are a few. You can locate them with a subject keyword search on:
  - reference books, Spanish, bibliography, philology, handbooks, manuals